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Abstract. The text presents a process aimed at computer-
aided composition for percussion instruments based on
Concatenative Sound Synthesis (CSS). After the intro-
duction, we address the concept of “technomorphism”
and the influence of electroacoustic techniques in instru-
mental composition. The third section covers processes
of instrumental sound synthesis and its development in
the context of Computer-Aided Composition (CAC) and
Computer-Aided Music Orchestration (CAMO). Then, we
describe the general principles of Concatenative Sound
Synthesis. The fifth section covers our adaptation of CSS
as a technomorphic model for Computer-Aided Compo-
sition/Orchestration, employing a corpus of percussion
sounds/instruments. In the final section, we discuss future
developments and the mains characteristics of our imple-
mentation and strategy.

1. Introduction
Since the remarkable technological transformation trig-
gered by electroacoustic instruments and techniques, new
instrumental composition strategies emerged [1]. At the
same time, the development of digital computers led to
the development of algorithmic compositional practices,
which culminated in research on computer music and the
development of compositional practices associated with al-
gorithmic and computational resources.

While the first process led to what is now called
technomorphisms in musical composition, the second pro-
cess led to the development of Computer-Aided Composi-
tion (CAC) and, later, to the establishment of areas such
as Music Information Retrieval (MIR) and Auditory Scene
Analysis (ASA): fields that require the automatic detection
of features from audio files and streams.

In the present work, we address a general re-
view of CAC and Computer-Aided Music Orchestration
(CAMO) processes and the concept of technomorphism
itself. Then, we describe the implementation of a “tech-
nomorphic” approach to music composition, aimed at per-
cussion instruments, based on the technique of digital syn-
thesis called Concatenative Sound Synthesis (CSS). After
presenting a general review of the concept of technomor-
phism and Instrumental Sound Synthesis processes in the
context of computer-aided orchestration/composition, we
outline the principles of CSS to, then, present our tech-
nomorphic implementation of this technique. In the end,
we discuss the potential of the implemented process, its
future consequences, and the general characteristics of the
approach used in this work.

2. Technomorphism in music composition

The influence of electroacoustic techniques on instrumen-
tal music at the beginning of the second half of the 20th
century is notable in the work of composers whose cre-
ative work encompassed these two practices. In this con-
text, it is not rare the application of technical means as
models or metaphors for procedures used in instrumental
compositions that do not use directly those tools. While
having broader applications in fields of psychology and
philosophy of sciences [2], the term technomorphism sub-
sumes this creative approach regarding technological tools
in composition. Briefly, it refers to the “the metaphoric
use of a technological process applied in a different envi-
ronment from that in which it was conceived”[3]: in the
context of post-war instrumental music, it denotes, partic-
ularly, the use of compositional concepts and procedures
built upon analogies with equipment, tools, and techniques
introduced by electroacoustic technologies[1].

In a broader sense, in line with Gilbert Simon-
don’s theoretical contribution [4], technomorphism is a
process of interpretation, appropriation, and resignification
of technologies embedded in modern technical objects.
Just as the inventor sets down ideas and human gestures in
the mechanisms and modes of operation of technical ob-
jects, technomorphism involves a creative reinvention of
these same techniques. It relies, at first, on deciphering the
mechanisms, gestures, and ideas set down in the gears and
elements of the technical objects, on understanding their
functionalities and characteristics. In a second moment, it
involves the transposition of these features to the universe
of artistic creation, where they may become compositional
models, procedures, or materials1.

With the remarkable development of computa-
tional methods for signal analysis and synthesis in recent

1The relationship between human imagination and the process of op-
eration of technical objects is particularly evidenced by Simondon, in [4]:
“To invent is to make ones thought function as a machine might function,
neither according to causality, which is too fragmentary, nor according
to finality, which is too unitary, but according to the dynamism of lived
functioning, grasped because it is produced, accompanied in its genesis.
The machine is a being that functions. Its mechanisms concretize a co-
herent dynamism that once existed in thought, which were that thought.
During invention, the dynamism of thought converted itself into func-
tioning forms. Inversely, the machine, in functioning, is subject to or
produces a certain number of variations around the fundamental rhythms
of its functioning, arising from its definite forms. These variations are
what are significant, and they are significant with respect to the archetype
of functioning, which is that of thought in the process of invention. One
has to have invented or reinvented the machine if the machines variations
of functioning are to become information.” [p. 151]
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years, it is possible to imagine compositional processes us-
ing algorithms that have as technomorphic models new ap-
proaches to computational sound synthesis/processing. In
the present work, we use DSP analysis resources to im-
plement technomorphic instrumental compositional proce-
dures based on CSS techniques (synthesis/sampling meth-
ods that rely on computational resources for analyzing and
manipulating audio signals).

3. Instrumental synthesis and computer-
aided orchestration/composition

While the basic operations of serial music may be com-
pared to the operational mechanism of computers and Tur-
ing machines, the term technomorphism, although appli-
cable to the appropriation of any technologies, is usually
associated with electronic means of sound synthesis. This
association is presumably due to the remarkable impact
that the techniques of electroacoustic music had on com-
posers since the post-war period. The influence of these
techniques is manifest in orchestral literature since at least
the late 1950s, with the decisive influence of electronic
processes in pieces such as Apparitions and Atmosphères,
by György Ligeti. From the 1970s onwards, composers
of the so-called spectralisme, such as Gérard Grisey and
Tristan Murail, have systematically explored technomor-
phic processes based on techniques such as additive syn-
thesis, feedback processes, ring modulation, and FM syn-
thesis. The influence of studio techniques and apparatus on
compositional writing of this period is described in detail
in [1].

With the rapid expansion and dissemination of
computational technologies several composers turned to
algorithmic approaches of computer-assisted orchestration
and instrumental composition. In general, these efforts
have been focused on what composers such as Gérard
Grisey [5, 6] and Clarence Barlow [7, 8] came to call,
based on diverse aesthetic trajectories and creative elab-
orations, instrumental synthesis.

In general, such approaches consist in treating in-
strumental writing in resemblance with additive synthesis
techniques: it consists, basically, of transcribing into the
notes of the instrumental ensemble, the parameters of si-
nusoidal components whose specific values of frequency
and amplitude can be either established through abstract
processes/calculations – the case, in general, of instrumen-
tal synthesis in the works of spectralism, in the 1970s –, or
from the previous analysis of audio signals using different
techniques (in particular, the Fast Fourier Transform).

With the growing use of computers and digital
technologies from the 1980s onwards, such researches
are gradually enhanced by CAC practices. These new
approaches to composition and orchestration gradually
shift from very personal approaches (such as Gottfried M.
Koenig’s Project 1 and Project 2 [9]) to the employment of
digital computers to more broad-use languages, libraries,
and CAC environments, intended to help composers to ex-
plore algorithmic tools in their creative projects.

In the 2000s, these computational tools for music
composition are already mature, being applied in creative
contexts not anymore confined to the institutional bor-
ders of big European Research and Cultural Centers, like
IRCAM. In this context, it is also possible to observe the
remarkable development of new areas, like Music Infor-
mation Retrieval, with a strong emphasis on new DSP al-
gorithms that enable the inference of sonic characteristics.
From this, there is the emergence of researches that ex-
plore the use of DSP-based processes and corpus of audio
samples to open new venues for CAC and CAMO. In [10],
for instance, large sets of audio files are analyzed through
FFT to extract spectral peak, stored in Common Lisp lists.
Target sounds are processed similarly, being subsequently
compared to the database. The algorithmic process focuses
on finding instrumental timbres that match, with the lowest
deviation, the spectral peaks (frequency regions and ampli-
tude) of the given sound file, allowing for the instrumental
mimesis of the target audio.

Subsequent works use other DSP analysis meth-
ods to extract relevant characteristics of the instrumental
corpus and the target sounds [11]. Similarly, they em-
ploy strategies to filter intermediate candidates, reducing
the space search, enabling optimizations regarding com-
putation time [12]. Finally, these works explore differ-
ent algorithms and programming strategies to both per-
form the heuristic search and, also, to rank possible solu-
tions. Among such approaches, it is remarkable the appli-
cation of bioinspired algorithmic methods such as evolu-
tionary algorithms, artificial immune systems, and neural
networks, for instance [13, 14, 15, 16].

While the main objective of such works is, in gen-
eral lines, to create tools and strategies for target-based im-
itative orchestration, other researches have been focusing
on the creative exploration of audio descriptors in orches-
tral composition. In such contexts, feature-related data can
be applied, for instance, as criteria to qualify, select, or
manipulate instrumental sounds and combinations by tak-
ing into account characteristics that are related to high-
level attributes (such as “brightness” and “roughness” for
instance) [17].

4. Concatenative Sound Synthesis
While such approaches are fruitful, enabling the explo-
ration of new creative possibilities for CAC and CAMO,
we propose a third approach. Our study aims to develop
algorithmic tools/strategies for computer-aided music no-
tation based on CSS and the underlying process of juxta-
posing or overlapping sound fragments selected according
to their sonic features. This paradigm, already explored
consciously without the direct use of computers by com-
posers such as Helmut Lachenmann [18], consists of a dif-
ferent approach of exploring descriptor-based techniques
to generate combinations of percussion sounds. Having es-
tablished the notational resources to indicate such sounds,
it becomes possible to use this process to generate percus-
sion score excerpts.

CSS is a computational data-driven synthesis
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technique with two inputs: a target sound and a collection
of audios from a database. The output is a synthesized
sound generated by the concatenation of audio grains2,
which are selected from a corpus according to the simi-
larity between their features and those of the segments of
given target sounds. CSS works by segmenting the in-
put sounds into small audio “units” and analyzing them
through audio descriptors and DSP algorithms. A unit se-
lection algorithm measures the distance, in the descriptors’
space, between the feature vectors obtained from the target
sound and the sample corpus units [20]. The latter corre-
sponding to the vectors with the smallest distances are se-
quenced and concatenated to generate the synthesized au-
dio.

Most implementations and applications of CSS
use these techniques in processes like musical mosaic-
ing/micromontage [21, 19], sound texture synthesis [22],
and real-time signal processing [23, 24]. However, there
are still few researches, like [20], that apply CSS concepts
and processes in contexts of generative, algorithmic, or
computer-aided composition – particularly those focused
on instrumental music.

5. Technomorfic Implementation of
Concatenative Sound Synthesis

The application of CSS as a technomorphic model for in-
strumental composition is based on the correlation between
relevant features of audio frames of a target sound and
those of samples available in a database/corpus. Instead of
using the corpus samples to synthesize sounds as in usual
CSS processes, the technomorphic adaptation of this syn-
thesis technique uses the respective symbolic information
of corpus sounds to inform or generate musical notation.
The resulting notation prescribes instrumental indications
and mixtures whose resulting sounds are expected to have
a degree of similarity to the spectral and temporal structure
of the target audio.

In our study, we structured the architecture and
the main stages of the technomorphic adaptation of CSS.
Our implementation of the process uses the Python pro-
gramming language due to the diversity of available li-
braries, packages, and modules. Among the libraries that
we are already exploring for our purpose or that may
be helpful to further developments of our research are
those dedicated to audio analysis (librosa, pyAudioAnaly-
sis, Essentia), musical score notation/manipulation (abjad,
music21), and DSP/synthesis (audiolazy, pyo, supriya).
Beyond those, popular packages dedicated to machine-
learning and linear algebra processes available in Python
are promising for descriptor-based processes in CAC and
CAMO contexts.

Currently, our implementation comprises four
steps:

1. segmentation of both the target sound and of the

2A more detailed explanation of the mechanism of CSS and the dif-
ferences between it and granular synthesis can be found at [19].

database’s audio samples into attack and decay
segments;

2. analysis of the segments by a set of audio descrip-
tors;

3. selection/ordering of corpus samples segments
according to the degree of similarity between
them and those of the target sound;

4. music notation/transcription according to the se-
lected corpus samples.

The following subsections describe in more de-
tail this preliminary approach to CSS as a technomorphic
model. In our tests, the target audio is an electroacous-
tic soundscape consisting of different percussive/impulsive
events. The samples corpus is composed of simple percus-
sion instrument samples (conga, bongo, tom-tom, snare,
cowbell, shakers and cymbal).

5.1. Segmentation

Initially, every audio is pre-processed by a method of Har-
monic Percussive Source Separation3 [25, 26], which can
accentuate transient and attenuate harmonic sounds. Fur-
ther, a segmentation algorithm computes the root mean
square (RMS) envelope of each audio file and applies
an onset detection function4 and a peak-tracking func-
tion5. The purpose is to identify individual sound objects.
Since we have so far worked with relatively simple per-
cussive/impulsive sounds, it is considered that each sound
object comprises two main parts: the attack and the decay
[27].

Supposing that there are meaningful spectral vari-
ations between these two parts that could enrich the diver-
sity of the data, the algorithm splits each sound object into
an attack and a decay fragment according to the location
of the onset, peak, and offset frames. The attack segment
corresponds to the frames between the onset and the peak
of the RMS envelope. The decay segment spans from the
peak frame until an offset frame with an RMS value infe-
rior to an arbitrary threshold6 (Figure 1). However, since
the target sound can comprehend sustained events or se-
quences of overlapping gestures, the RMS envelope of the
segmented sound objects may not always present a value
below the determined offset threshold. In these cases, the
decay section will span until the frame right before the on-
set of the following event (Figure 2).

5.2. Analysis

After splitting every sound object into an attack and a de-
cay segment, an algorithm built upon a determined set of
audio descriptors analyzes frames of the samples to extract
feature-related data as vectors. In this specific test, the au-
dio analysis produced for each frame a vector containing
13 MFCC and 1 RMS coefficient. If an audio fragment

3For this, we used the function effects.hpss(), from Librosa.
4Namely, onset.onset_backtrack(), from Librosa.
5Namely, util.peak_pick(), from Librosa.
6The offset is computed considering RMS envelopes of the original

audios since the pre-processed ones would have their reverberation con-
siderably attenuated.
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Figure 1: Segmentation of a one-hit conga sample.

Figure 2: Segmentation of an extract of the target sound.

comprises two or more frames, a function averages corre-
sponding coefficients into one vector.

Formally, let Ωc and ΩT be the abstract space of
the corpus samples and target sound objects after their seg-
mentation into attack and decay segments. Then, an el-
ement β in those spaces would be understood as a pair
(β1, i) where β1 represents the sound object and i ∈
{0, 1}, where 0 represents the attack component of the
sound and 1 the decay.

We first transform these spaces into a feature
space. The vectorization is done by summarizing audio
information using audio descriptors, where each of these
descriptors will be treated as a dimension. In other words7,

f : ΩT −→ [0, 1]d × {0, 1} ,
yi , f(β) = (ȳ1, ȳ2, · · · , ȳd, i)

(1)

where i ∈ {0, 1}, d is the number of descriptors, and the
entries ȳj are the average of the j-th descriptor of the vec-
tors extracted from each frame of β.

7Since we are using the same descriptors for Ωc, the transform for this
space follows analogously.

Notice that the vectorial space is normalized.
Since we will use distances to approximate feature vectors,
we need to rescale the space to avoid bias towards certain
dimensions.

5.3. Selection

Our objective is to approximate elements of ΩT using Ωc.
In order to convey a notion of distance between the spaces,
we chose an Euclidean based approach.

Let yi ∈ f(ΩT ) be a sound object which we wish
to approximate using elements of f(Ωc). Then such mini-
mizer could be defined as

x∗i , arg min
xj∈f(Ωc),j=i

D(yi, xj) (2)

where D is some distance function.

Since Ωc is a finite space, we may simply use
an algorithm to exhaustively search Ωc, calculate the dis-
tances between the elements and yi and choose the mini-
mizer. Notice that the optimization is restricted to sounds
of same kind (attack or decay).
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The percussion fragments related to the vectors
with the smallest distances are then selected and sequenced
according to the respective target sound segments (Table
1). The information related to the origin and kind of the
segments is embedded in their names, which follow the
given structure:

<sloc>_<fname>-<kind>_<sdur>

where <sloc> is the fragment location, in samples, in the
audio file from which it was extracted, <fname> is the
name of the audio file, <kind> labels the fragment as at-
tack (ATT) or decay (DEC), and <sdur> is the segment
duration, in samples.

Target Sound
Fragment Distance Selected Percussion

Fragment
22660 TS-
ATT 3914 0.169

23690 Cowbell1-
ATT 2266

26574 TS-
DEC 12772 0.133

44496 SnareBright-
DEC 8240

39552 TS-
ATT 1442 0.792

23896 SnareBright-
ATT 412

40994 TS-
DEC 7004 0.076

24576 CymbalStrike2-
DEC 219136

... ... ...

Table 1: Attack and decay percussion segments
sequenced according to target sound
fragments. Distances are normalized be-
tween 0 and 1.

To check for acoustic similarities between the tar-
get sound and the instrumental sequence, the latter is con-
catenated into an audio file, as would occur in a traditional
process of CSS. This procedure allows the composer to
grasp, by hearing, what types of sonorities were selected
according to the parameters passed to the segmentation
and analysis algorithms. Thus, the composer may exper-
iment with different parameters, such as distinct sets of
audio descriptors, and then listen to the acoustic differ-
ences between the segment sequences produced in each
run before choosing one or more of them to apply in a
compositional process. This approach seems interesting
to us as it allows flexible applications of the computational
tool in compositional contexts. Such an approach enables
both generative/algorithmic applications and more dialog-
ical explorations of the computational processes, standing
precisely between the extremes of “manual composition”
and the “composing machine” that, as Laske points out,
situate CAC [9].

5.4. Notation

After these stages, the final step consists of determining the
appropriate symbols and resources to notate the percussion
sounds in a musical score. This is done using Python and
LilyPond data structures and functions to create the mu-
sic score structure, notational strategies (including rhythm
quantization and instrumental technique indications, for
instance), and the association between corpus sounds and
graphic symbols.

This final step uses the flexibility of Abjad [28,
29], a Python package that enables the algorithmic manip-
ulation of symbolic music structures that are subsequently
rendered using LilyPond [30]. While requiring the further
formalization of compositional decisions, this approach al-
lows for a highly customizable and flexible algorithmic no-
tation. Figure 3 demonstrates an example of a raw percus-
sion score generated through this process.

6. Conclusion
We have documented a preliminary approach to CSS as
a technomorfic model for music composition. Due to the
notational purpose, instead of segmenting input audios into
units of fractions of a second, as commonly occurs in CSS,
a segmentation algorithm splits each audio into attack and
decay fragments. The segments of a target sound are an-
alyzed and compared to those of percussion samples (cor-
pus), allowing for the sequential selection of sound com-
binations and the respective data related to their duration,
instrumentation, and temporal onset/offset. These param-
eters enable the creative use of the generated data in com-
positional contexts, enabling CAC approaches to the tech-
nomorphic adaptation of CSS.

By using open-source tools and high-level pro-
gramming and analysis resources, the purpose of our study
is to explore descriptor-based CAC/CAMO processes that
allow composers and researchers to manipulate particu-
larities of the diverse algorithmic tools involved. Thus,
while our approach does not intend to offer a ready-to-
use tool for target-based orchestration, it proposes an ex-
ploratory integration of different computer tools in the con-
text of feature-based computer-aided composition. Besides
a more conscious manipulation of the computational tools
applied in CAC/CAMO contexts, this strategy seems to
have the potential to integrate research and artistic prac-
tices and to enable creative efforts in using other compu-
tational tools, such as machine-learning packages/libraries
for example.

Regarding the presented implementation, we plan
to keep a creative and flexible approach to this model. Fur-
ther developments comprise other strategies of segmenta-
tion for the processing of instrumental samples other than
percussion, the structuration of larger sample corpus (us-
ing specialized database formats), different approaches of
instrument superposition (allowing for the creation of in-
strumental textures to create “sound types” and orchestra-
tions), and the exploration of machine-learning and other
heuristic processes.
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Figure 3: Abjad/LilyPond sketch with the raw orchestration of the target sound using the technomorphic model of
computer-aided composition.
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